CAPTAIN’S TROPHY

Name:
Event

SEPARATE MEN’S AND WOMEN’S HANDICAP MATCHPLAY KNOCKOUT
COMPETITIONS

Conditions

1. Open to members with 7 day men and 6 & 7 day Ladies
2. The maximum Australian handicap is 36 for men and 45 for women.
3. Tees are as per the competition of the day
4. Play must be from the first tee
5. A draw for the event will be conducted
6. All matches will be played on a Handicap basis off the Matchplay index.
7. All competitors shall have equal responsibility to initiate match arrangements
well in advance of the designated date. No matches may be played after the
designated date. However, in special circumstances, the Club Captain may
grant an extension of one week for the semi finals. In the case of the final an
extension may be granted to a date determined by the Club Captain.
8. Winners should ensure that their names are entered on the draw no later
than the designated date. If the names of the winners has not been recorded
on the draw by noon on the Monday following the designated date, both pairs
will be disqualified.
9. Handicaps - Players shall play from their club daily handicap as it is on the
day of play

Trophies

Rules of the
Event

BOARD EVENT
Winners
Matchplay, is played hole by hole using the Matchplay Index. A hole is won
by the player or side that holes the ball in fewer strokes. In Handicap the
lower nett score wins. The score is kept by the term “holes up”, “holes down”
or “all square”.
A hole is halved if each side/player holes out in the same number of strokes
or the same nett score.
A player/side may concede a hole or a match at any time before to the
conclusion of the hole or the match. Concession of a stroke, hole or match
may not be declined or withdrawn.
A player/side are “dormie” when as many holes are up as there are holes left
to play.
A match is won by the player/side when the number of holes “up” is greater
than the holes remaining to be played.
Note:
(a) Scratch Events – A match that ends all square shall be
continued hole by hole from the hole where the match began,
until one side wins a hole.
(b)

Handicap Events – As in scratch events, but with strokes being
allowed as if the match has been recommenced and strokes are
allocated using the Matchplay Index on the scorecard.

(c)

Handicap Matchplay – The method of ascertaining each player’s
Handicap is that the lowest marker, in any particular match, goes
back to scratch and then the other player or players are given
the difference in their respective handicaps, with the strokes
allocated using the Matchplay Index on the scorecard.
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